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ABSTRACT 

Solar prominences and flares are believed to be caused by rapid release of magnetic energy stored in coron
al magnetic fields. Recent studies of the linear phase of ideal MHD instabilities has shown that energy release 
is slow and weak, so it is therefore important to study the nonlinear phase to see if this provides a mechanism 
for significant energy release. In this paper we describe a Lagrangian numerical scheme for simulating nonlin
ear evolution of ideal MHD equilibria and apply it to an unstable finite Gold-Hoyle flux tube, line-tied to 
perfectly conducting endplates. The ensuing kink instability develops considerably faster than linear theory 
would predict, and eventually (over typically 100 Alfven time scales) a new kinked equilibrium is attained, in 
which current sheets appear to be present. Little magnetic energy is lost in the ideal MHD phase, but resistive 
instabilities in the current sheets could lead to much more explosive energy release. Numerical studies of non
linear interactions indicate that growth of the unstable kink mode is suppressed by the presence of other 
modes, which offers a possible explanation of the observed longevity of coronal loops. 

Subject headings: hydromagnetics - instabilities - Sun: corona - Sun: flares 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A common supposition in astrophysics is that solar flares 
can be precipitated by the rapid, ideal MHD collapse of 
coronal magnetic fields. This view is reinforced by the known 
instability of long, twisted cylindrical flux tubes to helical-kink 
perturbations (Anzer 1968; Raadu 1972; Hood and Priest 
1981). However, the question of the severity of the instability
in particular the rate and magnitude of the energy release-has 
only recently been addressed (Craig, McClymont, and Sneyd 
1988; Sneyd and Craig 1988; Velli, Einaudi, and Hood 1990). It appears the helical kink is a rather delicate instability, 
growing and releasing energy quite slowly, at least during the 
linear phase (Foote and Craig 1990). In particular, for cylin
drically symmetric force-free fields in which the twist T = 
B9/rBz is an increasing function of r, the rate of magnetic 
energy release over the linear phase is at least three orders of 
magnitude smaller than one might anticipate from dimensional 
estimates. Since a solar flare is a violent event these findings 
throw into sharp focus the key question of whether finite 
amplitude effects accelerate or quash the linear instability. 

The purpose of the present paper to explore the nonlinear 
development of the helical kink disturbance. As motivation we 
note that finite amplitude stabilization of the field could arrest 
the delicate linear instability at a very low level. This satura
tion could explain the remarkable longevity of observed 
coronal loops, but then what is the mechanism for solar flare? 
Either way our study addresses directly the question of 
whether coronal loops collapse violently on the MHD time 
scale of the plasma or whether they evolve to some neighbor
ing stable equilibrium. 

The mathematical and computational techniques for deter
mining the nonlinear evolution of three-dimensional coronal 
magnetic fields have already been developed. Here we employ 
the Lagrangian scheme of Craig and Sneyd (1986) to quantify 
the rate and severity of the magnetic energy release during 
nonlinear development. As initial condition we impose an 
unstable helical kink displacement for the line-tied Gold-Hoyle 
flux tube, calculated using the general linear methods of Craig 
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et al. (1988). We emphasize that, although we restrict our atten
tion to a specific equilibrium model, our mathematical and 
computational techniques are quite general, requiring no prior 
assumptions as to the symmetry, periodicity, or reduced 
dimensionality of the problem. 

In§ II we outline the physical and mathematical basis of the 
magnetic relaxation scheme. In particular we show that the 
assumption of" frictional MHD" equations for the relaxation 
process leads to a parabolic system of equations and point out 
the physical and computational significance of this result. [The 
argument for parabolicity given by Craig and Sneyd (1986) 
contains an error, although the conclusion is correct.] We also 
outline the computational scheme employed. In § III the evol
ution of an unstable Gold-Hoyle flux tube is followed in detail 
and contrasted with the development of a stable "control" 
configuration. The ramifications of nonlinear mode inter
actions are also briefly explored. Finally our conclusions are 
presented in§ IV. 

II. MAGNETIC RELAXATION METHOD 

a) Introduction 

The concept of magnetic relaxation (Moffatt 1985) is useful 
for inferring the existence of equilibria, and as a computational 
strategy for determining the structure and stability of coronal 
magnetic fields. In this paper we concentrate on the force-free 
field equations 

(VxB)xB=O. (2.1) 

These are nonlinear, and most known analytic solutions 
involve an ignorable coordinate. The existence of solutions 
however, in quite general circumstances, can be inferred by a 
magnetic relaxation thought experiment (Moffatt 1985). 
Imagine an initial nonequilibrium field in a tenuous perfectly 
conducting fluid, whose motion involves some form of mecha
nical dissipation (e.g., viscosity). Under the influence of mag
netic forces the fluid will move and the field evolve, the 
magnetic energy M decreasing monotonically because of 
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654 CRAIG AND SNEYD Vol. 357 
mechanical dissipat ion. The magnet ic helicit y H, which is a measure of field line linkages, remains const ant during t he evolut ion, and a non-zero value of H implies a posit ive lower bound on M (Moffat t 1985), so t hat event ually M must t end t o  a posit ive const ant , and t he field at t ain a nont rivial (B ,I. 0) equilibrium. However, t he final equilibrium may cont ain current sheet s: surfaces across which Bis discont inuous. The occurrence of such singularit ies is of vit al physical import ance, since t hey are t he source of energet ic resist ive inst abilit ies and magnet ic reconnect ion. Parker (1972, 1986) argues t hat pert urbing even such a simple equilibrium as a uniform field will in general creat e current sheet s, but van Ballegooijen (1985, 1988) has point ed out an error in Parker's original argument and claims on t he cont rary t hat current sheet s cannot occur. Arnol'd (1974) concluded t hat an equilibrium result ing from magnet ic relaxat ion would not in general be different iable, and similar conclusions have been reached by Tsinganos, Dist ler, and Rosner (1984). Recent calculat ions by Bajer (1989) have shown t hat current sheet s form in a t wo-dimensional field consist ing of four magnet ic eddies, and Sneyd (1989) has also described analyt ic solut ions of equat ion (2.1) in which singularit ies appear. Thus while t he quest ion of whet her current sheet s must generally be expect ed remains somewhat cont ent ious, t here are many examples of t heir occurrence. In a force-free equilibrium, t he change in magnet ic field direct ion across a current sheet must be accomplished by means of a cont inuous (rapid) rot at ion of t he field vect or. A simple model for such a sheet is t he force-free field 

B = [t anh (kz), sech (kz), O] 
in t he limit as t he const ant k--> oo. No neut ral point s or lines of 
B can be present . This cont rast s wit h t he t wo-dimensional X-t ype neut ral point s analyzed by Syrovat ski (1971) and t he classical Sweet -Parker pict ure in which a region of high gas pressure st raddles t he neut ral line separat ing approaching ant i-parallel magnet ic fields. The comput at ional implement at ion of t he magnet ic relaxat ion process has been discussed independent ly by several aut hors (Chodura and Schliit er 1981; Craig and Sneyd 1986; Yang, Ant iochos, and St urrock 1986). The common feat ure is t hat a "frict ional" force equat ion is adopt ed which guarant ees t hat fluid mot ions decrease t he magnet ic energy of t he plasma. Thus, in t he idealized case of low bet a plasma (in which gas pressure effect s are negligible), t he moment um equat ion assumes t he form 

Dv P-=Jx B-yv Dt ' (2.2) 
where y is a posit ive coefficient of frict ion. Wit hout t he frict ional t erm t he syst em would oscillat e indefinit ely wit h a cont inual int erchange of magnet ic and kinet ic energies. Since, in a real plasma, dissipat ion mechanisms always exist t hat event ually damp MHD oscillat ions, we can regard t he frict ional t erm as mat hemat ical expedient for at t aining a physically realizable equilibrium. Bajer (1989) gives a simple example t o  show t hat if more t han one equilibrium is at t ainable, t hen init ial condit ions, and paramet ers in t he equat ion of mot ion, may det ermine t he out come. It is conceivable t herefore t hat t he choice of p and y may select one out of a number of possible equilibria, but since a coronal loop experiences a wide variet y of init ial dist urbances, it seems likely t hat any choice will lead t o  a physically realizable st at e. 

In t his paper we are not concerned wit h inert ial effect s so we set p = 0, choose t he coefficient of frict ion equal t o  unit y, and adopt equat ion (2.2) in t he form 
v=JxB . (2.3) 

It is readily shown (Chodura and Schliit er 1981; Craig and Sneyd 1986) t hat neit her t he equilibrium solut ion nor it s linear st abilit y propert ies are falsified in any significant way by t he adopt ion of equat ion (2.3). 
b) Mat hemat ical Classificat ion of t he Induct ion Equat ion It is inst ruct ive t heoret ically, as well as import ant in t erms of developing comput at ional st rat egies, t o  invest igat e t he mat hemat ical classificat ion of t he magnet ic relaxat ion equat ions. Combining t he frict ional equat ion of mot ion (2.3) wit h t he ideal MHD induct ion equat ion gives 

iJB 
at = V x [(J x B) x B] . (2.4) 

The mat hemat ical form of t his field evolut ion equat ion-as opposed t o  it s comput at ional implement at ion-is most convenient ly invest igat ed by adopt ing an Eulerian represent at ion. Int roducing t he vect or pot ent ial B = V x A in equat ion (2.3) yields 
v = [V(V · A) - V 2 A] x B . (2.5) 

Now if we "uncurl" t he induct ion equat ion (2.4) we obt ain an evolut ion equat ion for A viz 
iJA; 2 ) at= (b;aB - B;BJ(Aa, PP - Ap, ap ' (2.6) 

where repeat ed Greek suffixes are summed from 1 t o  3 andfa for example denot es iJf/iJxa . In t his formulat ion, however, we cannot impose t he guage condit ion V · A = 0 as assumed by Craig and Sneyd (1986), but t heir conclusion t hat equat ion (2.6) is a parabolic syst em st ill holds as we shall now demonst rat e. To analyze t he local charact er of equat ion (2.6) we t ake a t hree-dimensional Fourier t ransform, set t ing 
A;(x) = (2n)- 3

1
2 f exp (ik • x)A;(k)dk 

and assume t hat t he coefficient mat rix b;i B2 - B;Bi (which involves only first derivat ives of A) is const ant . The result is 
i},4; 2 2 � � at= (b;aB - B;BJ(kakp - k bap )Ap = M;p Ap , (2.7) 

say, and t he local charact er of t he equat ion depends upon t he eigenvalues of M. These are shown in t he Appendix t o  be { -B2
k

2, O, -B
2
k

2 cos2 8} where 8 is t he angle bet ween Band 
k. Thus M has no posit ive eigenvalues, and equat ion (2.6) is parabolic. This result has t wo import ant implicat ions. Physically it confirms t hat magnet ic inst abilit ies must be ent irely global in nat ure since short -wavelengt h local pert urbat ions in B must event ually diffuse away. Thus ideal MHD inst abilit ies t end t o  be slower t han expect ed, as t he dominant eigenmode must generally evolve from pert urbat ions which are orchest rat ed over wavelengt hs long compared t o  t he lengt h scale of t he field variat ion. Second, t he local st abilit y of t he field implies t hat (locally) uncondit ionally st able numerical schemes must be 
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No. 2, 1990 KINK INSTABILITY IN CORONAL FLUX TUBES 655 
employed if severe and of t en physically unwarrant ed rest rict ions on t he comput at ional t ime st ep are t o  be avoided. Finally we ment ion t hat alt hough t he Eulerian vect or pot ent ial formulat ion provides perhaps t he simplest mat hemat ical formulat ion of t he frict ional syst em it s comput at ional possibilit ies have not been explored as yet . The Lagrangian relaxat ion scheme out lined below has more complicat ed evolut ion equat ions, but t his is compensat ed by t he fact t hat t he comput at ional grid moves wit h t he fluid and magnet ic field lines during t he relaxat ion process, an advant age shared t o  some ext ent by t he Eulerian Clebsch variable formulat ion of Yang et al. (1986). 

c) Computational Form of the Fictitious System In t he Lagrangian scheme of Craig and Sneyd (1986) we use x(X, t) t o  denot e t he posit ion at t ime t of a fluid part icle init ially at X. In ideal MHD, t he vector B/ p evolves in t he same way as a fluid line element , which leads t o  t he Cauchy solut ion 
_ axi A - l A _ a(X1, X2, X3) B i - B�u , u- , ax. a(X 1 , X2 , X3} 

where B0 is t he init ial magnet ic field. When t his solut ion is combined wit h t he frict ional equat ion (2.6) we obt ain a syst em of t he form 
(2.8) 

where t he subscript , ix, for example, denot es different iat ion wit h respect t o  x •. Here t he dependent variables x i are funct ions defined on a st at ic Cart esian mesh X; and det ermine t he displacement of magnet ic field lines in t he moving fluid. The explicit expressions for A and C are given (correct ing a misprint in t he original paper) by 
A 2 Aiikl = i>ii Bok Bo, - bi X k,i Bo, 

- bi Xk,iB01 + b2X1, i Xk,i , (2.9) 
A2Ci = X;,.Bop Bo.,p - x.,i xp,ibp Boi .• , 

where 
bi = x i,• B00 = ABi , 

and X;,i denot es axJaxi which are t he element s of t he mat rix inverse of X;,i · The syst em is resolved comput at ionally using an alt ernat ing direct ion implicit scheme (Craig and Sneyd 1988, 1990). This has t he advant age of maint aining numerical st abilit y independent of t he t ime st ep, which can t hen be chosen purely wit h regard t o  accuracy of t he solut ion-a great advant age when approaching an equilibrium, since t ime st eps many orders of magnit ude beyond t he classical explicit limit s can be t aken. A furt her useful propert y of t he numerical syst em is t hat V · B = 0 and magnet ic flux (hence helicit y) is aut omat ically conserved t hroughout t he evolut ion. To apply t he Langrangian scheme t o  t he invest igat ion of kink inst abilit ies in force-free fields it is useful t o  incorporat e a refinement not ment ioned in Craig and Sneyd (1986). Since magnet ic forces act only in direct ions perpendicular t o  t he field, mot ion along t he field is effect ively unconst rained. This mot ion is physically unint erest ing and comput at ionally inconvenient since it gives rise t o  needless dist ort ions of t he Lagrangian mesh. However, rat her t han include an isot ropic plasma pressure int o t he problem (which disrupt s t he int egrit y of t he force-free field calculat ion by int roducing arbit rary paramet erizat ions) we invoke a nonisot ropic 

pressure t erm t hat act s only in direct ions along t he magnet ic field. We assume for convenience an isot hermal relat ion bet ween p and p, so t hat 
p = kp = kp0 A - l (k = const ant ) , 

where Po is t he init ial (uniform) densit y. The addit ional force int roduced is 

which leads t o  an ext ra t erm 
kp0 A- 1b;B01 Xk,i on t he right -hand side of equat ion (2.9). 

III. EVOLUTION OF UNSTABLE GOLD-HOYLE FLUX TUBE 

a) Preliminary Comments The comput at ional experiment consist s of following the magnet ic relaxat ion of a pert urbed force-free equilibrium field. In cylindrical polars t he init ial field is given by 
B = ( O, 1 : r2 ' 1 � r2) • (3.l) 

In t his nondimensional formulat ion t he maximal field st rengt h is norm alized t o  unit y while t he lengt h scale is chosen as t he radial dist ance over which B
z 

decreases by a fact or of 2. The equilibrium field is "cont aminat ed" by a finit e amplit ude pert urbat ion, and t he relaxat ion is followed wit hin a rect angular region bounded by perfectly conduct ing rigid walls Ix I, 
I y I = a, z = ± l. The fluid and field lines are fixed at t he boundaries I z I = l t o  model t he influence of " line t ying" by t he dense phot osphere. Since t he field also penet rat es the lat eral perfect ly conduct ing boundaries we must also t ake t he field lines t o  be fixed at I x I, I y I = a. It is known from linear st udies t hat provided t he lateral boundaries are placed far enough away to negat e t heir st abilizing influence [t ypically a > 0(10)], t he equilibrium (3.1) is unst able for t ube lengt hs 21 > 2.5n (Hood and Priest 1981; Foot e and Craig 1990). In all result s t hat follow we t ake a = 15. In our first set of result s, t he applied pert urbat ion is t he most unst able kink mode, comput ed by t he met hods of Craig et al. (1988). We at t empt t o  follow t he evolut ion unt il a new st able equilibrium is reached, or unt il current sheet s begin to form, at which point t he ext reme mesh dist ort ion implies t hat sufficient accuracy cannot be maint ained. It is import ant t o  st ress t hat alt hough spat ial resolut ion is necessarily limit ed, we have adopt ed t he same mesh used by Craig et al. (1988), which is known t o  give qualit at ively correct result s for linear st abilit y (compare t he fully resolved result s of Foot e and Craig 1990). Moreover, since t he present code is Lagrangian, t he evolut ion of t he field t oward smaller lengt h scales, is accompanied by shearing and compression of t he mesh element s, allowing lengt h scales much smaller t han t he original mesh size t o  be represent ed. Our main result s, present ed in § Illa, focus on t he most damaging init ial pert urbat ion-t he linear eigenfunct ion wit h great est growt h rat e. In § Illb we cont rast t he evolut ion of a 
stable t ube, and in § Ille, in order t o  examine nonlinear mode int eract ions, we present result s for more general forms of init ial pert urbat ion. 
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b) Field Evolution Diagnostics 
To anticipate our results slightly, our finite amplitude 

studies confirm that linear instability provides an accurate 
guide to the global evolution of the field. In other words, fields 
which are linearly stable relax dynamically back to the initial 
equilibrium while unstable fields evolve toward more complex 
magnetic configurations (possibly involving current sheets). To 
describe these very different evolution paths we use the orthog
onal eigenfunctions �i of the linear operator F, which gives the 
magnetic force F(:) due to a small displacement � from equi
librium. The fluid displacement � is then expanded in the form 

� = C1 �1 + C2 �2 + ... 

Here �1 is the fastest growing mode, used for the initial pertur
bation. The coefficients c 1 and 

CR= (c� + d + .. ·) 1/2, 
which is a mean square measure of modes generated by nonlin
ear interaction, were calculated using the formulae 

C1 =I�• �1 dV, Ci= I�• �dV - Ci· 

A normalized version c. of cR is defined by setting 

c. 
= 

Jci +Ci. 

Another diagnostic used is J max-the maximum current 
intensity over all grid points-which is an indicator of current 
sheet formation. To measure the mesh distortion we also calcu
late emin , the smallest angle between any pair of faces of each 
mesh box. This is initially 90° when the mesh is rectangular, 
but decreases as the mesh becomes sheared. Another measure 
of mesh distortion used is Amin , the minimum value of A-the 
volume expansion factor. Initially Amin = 1, but will generally 
decrease unless the displacement is everywhere incompressible. 
To monitor relaxation toward stable Gold-Hoyle equilibria we 
use <Pmax , the maximum angle between B and J, and also �max , 
the maximum displacement from equilibrium. 

FIG. la 

c) Linear Eigenfunction Perturbation for Unstable Tube 
The evolution described in this section was initiated by per

turbing an unstable Gold-Hoyle equilibrium of length 
21 = 8.57 > 2.5n. The chosen perturbation was a small multi
ple of the most unstable eigenfunction � 1 . A mesh consisting of 
15 points in the x- and y-directions, and 21 in the z-direction, 
was used, mesh points being concentrated in the region of 
strong magnetic field (see Figs 2a-b) via the nonlinear trans
formation described in Craig et al. (1988). The eigenvalue cor
responding to the calculated eigenfunction is A = 2.4 x 10-4 

t;/, where t A is Alfven time. 
Figure la shows a graph of c 1 and c., against time. In the 

initial stages, c 1 increases approximately exponentially, but 
considerably faster than linear theory would predict, as indi
cated by the dashed line. Eventually the rate of increase slows, 
c 1 tending to a constant value, indicating that the field is 
approaching a new equilibrium. The graph of c. shows an 
initial increase, then a gradual decrease, and toward the end of 
the calculation a further slow increase. The final value of c. 
shows that the initial � 1 mode still accounts for -80% (in a 
mean square sense) of the final fluid displacement. 

The time coordinate in Figure la is pseudo time-an artifact 
of the frictional equation of motion. A comparison between 
pseudo time t and Alfven time t A can be made by noting that a 
mode growing in pseudo time as exp (At) would grow in Alfven 
time as exp (A 112t A)- Thus we can write t A = A - 112t, and during 
the rapid development stage of the kink, A � 10- 3 so that 
tA � 3.16 x 10-2t. The total time taken to reach the new equi
librium is therefore -160 Alfven times. 

Figure lb shows a graph of J max against time. Over the initial 
stages J max has an almost constant value of 2.0, which is the 
maximum current in the Gold-Hoyle equilibrium. Toward the 
end of the calculation J max begins to increase rapidly, finally 
attaining a value of -15.0. The calculation was abandoned at 
this point since the fluid displacement was practically 
constant--only J max was still increasingly rapidly. This implies 
that J max is essentially a discontinuous function of the fluid 
displacement. Such behavior is consistent with current sheet 
formation in the new equilibrium, and as a further diagnostic 

FIG. lb 

FIG. 1.--(a) Graphs of c
1 

and c. against t for the unstable tube. The dashed curve shows a graph of c
1 

as predicted by linear theory, namelyc
1 

= 0.05 x exp (.l.t) 
where .l. = 2.4 x 10- 4

. (b) Graphs of J 
mu (the maximum current intensity), e

m
;n (the minimum mesh angle) and Am;n (the value of A where mesh compression is most 

intense) against t for the same computation. 
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-1:: .... 
Jl/111 :i:,::. 

FIG. 2a FIG. 2b 

FIG. 2c FIG. 2d 

FIG. 2.--{a-g) Development of the kink instability for a= 15 and total tube length 21 = 8.57. The figures show various plane sections of the computational grid at 
three different stages of evolution. Grid points at which the current is intense are marked with shaded circles, the depth of shading indicating the current intensity. 
Note that (d) and (!) show only the inner mesh region, Ix I, I y I :;;; 8.6. 

Omin is also plot t ed in Figure lb. Init ially Omin = 90° but as t he final equilibrium is approached, Omin t ends t o  a value of -4° , showing t hat t he mesh boxes are becoming highly sheared. The current sheet is formed as opposit e box faces, on which t he magnet ic field direct ions are different , are pressed closer and closer t oget her by t he shearing of t he box. Figure lb also shows a graph of Amin , which is init ially 1 but event ually t ends t o  a value of -5 x 10- 2
, indicat ing t hat compression as well as shear is an import ant fact or in generat ing t he current sheet . To visualize t he development of t he kink inst abilit y, Figure 2 shows longit udinal sect ions and cross sect ions of t he comput at ional grid at various st ages of evolut ion. The diagrams consist 

of a net work of lines joining gridpoint s-i. e. fluid part icleslying init ially in planes Y = const ant or Z = const ant . In t he course of t he kink evolut ion, t he fluid part icles cease t o  be coplanar, so t he figures are project ions ont o a coordinat e plane, and any apparent crossing of grid lines is purely a project ion effect . In t he longit udinal sect ions (Y = const ant ) t he horizont al lines are field-line project ions. In t he lat er st ages of evolut ion t he flux t ube becomes severely bent and t wist ed, and regions of int ense elect ric current are indicat ed by various degrees of shading around t he gridpoint s. The current sheet s appear t o  form near each end of t he loop (i. e. , near t he phot osphere) where mesh compression and shear is most 
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FIG. 2e 

FIG. 2g 

FIG. 2�Continued 

apparent. The additional longitudinal section Figure 2g is 
shown since this includes the region where electric current is 
most intense. 

The magnetic energy released during magnetic relaxation, 
was calculated by integrating the power of the Lorentz force 
(J x B) · v over space and time. The results proved somewhat 
unreliable since the magnitude F of the Lorentz force varied 
considerably with the time step chosen-for small time steps F 

FIG. 2f 

was always very small, while for larger time steps F could 
increase by as much as an order of magnitude, indicating that 
the true evolution was not accurately followed. Apparently the 
evolution of the kink follows a near-equilibrium path, and 
small deviations from this path give rise to much larger relative 
errors in F. (Nevertheless the path deviations caused by choice 
of a large time step did not compromise the overall course of 
the kink evolution.) Since we generally chose as large a time 
step as possible to reduce the (considerable) computation time, 
our results for energy release were overestimates, but it was still 
clear that the figure was quite small-less than -5% of the 
total magnetic energy. We also experimented with calculating 
changes in magnetic energy by integrating B2 /2 over the mesh, 
but since the changes were small and the mesh became greatly 
distorted, the integral was not sufficiently accurate. 

d) Perturbations in a Stable Tube 

As a comparison we have performed similar calculations, at 
identical space resolution, for a stable flux tube. The tube 
length chosen was 21 = 2.57 < 2.5n, with 15 grid points in the 
x- and y-directions, and seven in the z-direction. The initial 
perturbation was a multiple of the most slowly decaying linear 
normal mode, and was calculated using the methods of Craig 
et al. ( 1988) on an identical computational grid. 

Figure 3 shows that both </>max and .;max decay to zero as 
expected. The decay is rather slow since the most slowly decay
ing mode is very close to marginal stability, and restoring 
forces are very weak. Figure 3 also shows a graph of </>max 
against t for the unstable tube of § Illa, and the behavior is 
quite different. The initial large angle ( - 12°) between B and J 
decreases rapidly, indicating a settling-down period as the 
initial perturbation relaxes to near equilibrium; then </>max 

increases gradually as the kink instability gathers momentum. 
In theory </>max should tend to zero again as the new equi
librium is approached, but the onset of current sheets and lack 
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FIG. 3.-Graphs of <P
ma

x (the maximum angle between B and J) and �
max 

(the maximum mesh displacement from Gold-Hoyle equilibrium) against t for 
stable and unstable flux tubes. Note that the time scale is logarithmic. 

of resolut ion means t hat t he angles cannot be calculat ed wit h sufficient accuracy. 
d) Nonlinear Interactions Any p hysical init ial p ert urbat ion wi ll consist of a sup erposit ion of many eigenmodes, and it is import ant t o  underst and whet her t he init ial p resence of ot her modes int erferes wit h t he develop ment of � 1 . We exp eriment ed wit h t wo init ial p ert urbat ions described by analyt ic fo rmulae. The first was a simple" bend," given by t he formula 

(nz) (nx) (ny) A 
�a = cos 21 cos 2a cos 2a x . 

The second was a helical-kink disp lacement given by t he formula 
A (nz) 

�b = [(f (r) cos l{!r - g(r) sin 1{18 + rg(r) sin l{!z ] cos 21 ' 

FIG. 4a 

in cylindrical p olar coordin at es (r, e, z ), where 
(1 - r2 /a2) f(r)(l - r2) I{! = e - kz , f (r) = (l + r2) , g(r) = 1 + r 2 

(To ens ure t hat �b = 0 on t he boundari es Ix I, I y I = a t he fun ct ion f was defined t o  be zero for r � a.) The displacement �b was designed t o  mimic t he fo rm of t he most unst able m = 1 mode for t he infinit e Gold-Hoyle flux t ube, as described by Sneyd and Craig (1988), but mult iplied by t he cosine fact or t o  ensure �b = 0 on t he endplat es I z I = l. The wavenumber k was chosen t o  be 0.5, as t his value seemed t o  maximize t he initi al 
� 1 -comp onent c 1 . Figure 4a shows t he growt h of t he most unst able mode (as measured by t he coefficient c i ) fo r  in st abili t ies in it iat ed by mult ip les of t he above displacement s. In bot h cases t he maximum ini t ial mesh displacement is 0.2. Wit h t he �a di splacement , c1 increases slight ly, decays t o  zero, and t hen begins t o  grow rapidly in t he negat ive sense. In t he �b case t he init ial value of c1 is smaller (somewhat surprising since t his fo rm of dis t urbance was purposely designed t o  mimic t he most un st able mode); c1 again grows briefly, t hen decreases, but event ually begins t o  grow slowl y again. In bot h cases t he coefficient c. (t he mean square measure of disp lacement in modes �2 , �3 . . .  ) is almost exact ly unit y, indicat ing t hat �1 comprises a very small proport ion of t he t ot al displacement . Figure 4b shows a mesh cross-sect ion during t he evolut ion of t he �a disp lacement , which indicat es t hat most of t he residual displacement is in t he out er regions of t he flux t ube, where t he magnet ic field and rest oring fo rces are weak. Not e t hat in Figure 4a t he t ime coordinat e is p seudo t ime. Since n onlinear int eract ions are import ant it is not possible t o  make a simple comparison wit h Alfve n t ime. However, we can generally conclude t hat t he presence of ot her eigenmodes seems t o  prevent early growt h of t he most unst able mode. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS We have used a magnet ic relaxat ion t echnique t o  st udy t he nonlinear evolut ion of t hree-dimensional i deal MHD inst a-

FIG. 4b 

FIG. 4.---(a) Graphs of c
1 

against t for the initial displacements ,. and , •. (b) Mesh section Z = 0 for ,. at t = 1300. 
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bilit ies. Since t he relaxat ion met hod is Lagrangian, using a grid of fluid part icle positions as basic variables, t he evolut ion of small lengt h-scale st ruct ures can be represent ed more accurat ely t han by means of a fixed (Eulerian) mesh. The scheme preserves magnet ic flux and t herefore magnet ic helicit y ident ically. It incorporat es an ADI t echnique t o  int egrat e t he evolut ion equat ions forward in t ime, so t hat relat ively large t ime st eps may be t aken unhindered by numerical st abilit y rest rict ions; in pract ice t ypical t ime st eps may be t hree orders of magnit ude beyond t he explicit sta bilit y limit . To gain insight int o nonlinear processes in coronal loops, we have applied t he Lagrangian relaxat ion met hod t o  t he kink inst abilit y in an unst able, line-t ied, Gold-Hoyle flux t ube. Nonlinear forces accelerate t he kink quit e st rongly and are import ant even in t he early st ages of development . This could be ant icipat ed since linear t heory predict s forces of order 2, , where 2, t he eigenvalue of t he most unst able linear mode, = 2. 4  x 10- 4 in our chosen example. The st rongest nonlinear forces are of order ,3 , and become equally import ant when , = 0(10- 2}-- i.e., at quit e modest amplit udes. Event ually t he kinked flux t ube reaches a new equilibrium which appears t o  cont ain current sheet s. Current sheet s appear most ly near t he t ube ends. They are formed by t he close approach of magnet ic surfaces, part ly due t o  compression, and part ly to shearing. It should be emphasized t hat t he maximum compression fact or in our ca lculat ion is -20, while in a coronal loop compression fact ors of at least 103 would be necessary if plasma pressure were t o  become comparable wit h magnet ic pressure. Moreover, a current sheet can be formed by means of pure shear, even in an incompressible flow, so we would not expect plasma pressure t o  prevent current sheet s. 

An import ant conclusion is t hat lit t le magnet ic energy (somewhat less t han 5% of t he t ot al available) is released in t he ideal MHD phase of development . However, wit h t he a ppearance of current sheet s, more devast ating resist ive inst abilit ies will t ake effect . The role of ideal MHD can t herefore be seen as d riving t he field t oward a singular configurat ion, wit h lengt h scales small enough t o  cause magnet ic reconnect ion and violent energy release. Our st udies of nonlinear int eract ions indicat e t hat t he most unstable mode (in linear t heory) may be damped in t he presence of ot her modes. Real coronal loops are subject t o  cont inual ra ndom pert urbat ions, which could keep the kink inst abilit y suppressed over long periods, t hus explaining t he observed longevit y of t he loops. Anot her possibilit y, which follows from t he inherent weakness of t he kink, is t hat its nonlinear development could be suppressed by neighboring st able loops in t he act ive region assemblage. However, if isolat ed loops do exist and t hese are driven int o inst abilit y by some mechanism- say by phot ospheric t wist ing of t he foot point s-t hen t he field will dist ort and release magnet ic energy relat ively slowly over, say, at least 102 Alfve n t imes. Eit her way, since t he ideal MHD phase is effect ive mainly in driving t he field t oward a configurat ion involving current sheet s, it remains for resist ive effect s t o  release t he bulk of t he st ored magnet ic energy. 

We grat efully acknowledge support from t he New Z ealand Universit y Grant s Commit t ee, and Universit y of Waikat o Research Commit t ee, for t he purchase of t he Microvax II comput ers used for our comput at ions. 
APPENDIX 

EIGENVALUES OF M 

We not e first t hat M can be writ t en in t he form 
(Al ) 

where t he matrix PB project s any vector onto t he pla ne normal t o  B, a nd similarly for Pk . We now consider t he eigenvalues of PB Pk . Obviously k is an eigenvect or wit h corresponding eigenvalue 0. Furt hermore a vect or along t he line of int ersect ion of t he planes 

FIG. 5.----Geometrical construction for finding eigenvalue of P 
8 

P •. 
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normal t o  k and Bis invariant under bot h project ion operat ions and is t herefore an eigenvect or wit h corresponding eigenvalue 1. Since P 8 Pk is real and eigenvalues must occur in complex conjugat e pairs, it follows t hat t he t hird eigenvect or is also real, say A .  The general solut ion for x of Pk x = y is x = y + ak, where a is any scalar, so t he solut ion of t he eigenval ue equat ion 

(A2) 
Thus, eit her Jc = 1 which implies t hat B and k are parallel, in which case t he eigenvalue 1 is repeat ed, having an eigenspace of dimension 2. Alt ernat ively if Jc =I 1 t hen x lies in t he plane of B and k. It also follows from equat ion (A2) t hat x must be perpendicular t o  B, and t he geomet ric const ruct ion in Figure 5 shows t hat Jc = cos2 0, where O is t he angle bet ween Band k. From equat ion (Al) t he eigenvalues of M are t herefore 

{ - B2k2 , 0, - B2k2 cos2 O} . 
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